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Abstract

BACKGROUND: The virome (i.e. community of mainly RNA and DNA eukaryotic viruses and bacteriophages) of waters is yet to
be extensively explored. In particular, the virome of waters used for irrigation could therefore potentially carry viral pathogens
that can contaminate fresh produce. One problem in obtaining viral sequences from irrigation waters is the relatively low
amount of virus particles, as well as the presence of human, bacterial and protozoan cells. The present aimed study was to com-
pare different processing, amplification, and sequencing approaches for virome characterization in irrigation waters.

RESULTS: Our analyses considered percentages of viral reads, values for diversity indices and number of families found in
sequencing results. The results obtained suggest that enrichment protocols using two (bezonase and microccocal nuclease)
or four enzymes at once (bezonase, microccocal nuclease, DNAse and RNase), regardless of an Amicon filtration step, are more
appropriate than separated enzymatic treatments for virome characterization in irrigation water. The NetoVIR protocol com-
bined with the ScriptSeq v2 RNA-Seq Library (P0-L20 protocol) showed the highest percentages of RNA viruses and identified
the higher number of families.

CONCLUSION: Although virome characterization applied in irrigationwaters is an important tool for protecting public health by
informing on circulating human and zoonotic infections, optimized and standardized procedures should be followed to reduce
the variability of results related to either the sample itself and the downstream bioinformatics analyses. Our results show that
virome characterization can be an important tool in the discovery of pathogenic viruses in the environment and can be used to
inform and optimize reference-based detection methods provided that appropriate and rigorous controls are included.
© 2023 The Authors. Journal of The Science of Food and Agriculture published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of Society of
Chemical Industry.

Supporting information may be found in the online version of this article.
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INTRODUCTION
Water reuse is one option for combating water scarcity and trea-
ted wastewater can be an alternative water source for agricultural
production. However, wastewater may carry human pathogens,
despite the use of water reclamation treatments.1 For example,
it has been shown that water reclamation is not sufficiently effi-
cient for complete viral removal, including that of human enteric
viruses.1,2 Many enteric viruses have been detected in influent
and effluent wastewaters, with themost prevalent being adenovi-
rus (AdV), enterovirus (EV), hepatitis A and E viruses (HAV and
HEV), norovirus, sapovirus (SaV), astrovirus (HAstV) and rotavirus
A (RV).1,3 Thus, reclaimed water could be a relevant source of
potential contamination of produce when used for irrigation pur-
poses. As a result, monitoring treated wastewater for microbiolog-
ical quality is essential for its intended use. In this sense, the most
recent European legislation established a ≥ 6 log decrease of

rotavirus, total coliphages or at least one of them (F-specific or
somatic coliphages) to validate the efficacy of Wastewater Treat-
ment Plants (WWTPs) in reclaiming water for agricultural
irrigation.4

Virus detection in environmental waters requires a concentra-
tion step given the low amount of viral particles expected.1 After
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sample concentration, traditional methods such as infection on
permissive cell lines and/or polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tech-
niques for viral detection and quantification might be applied.
However, not every viral pathogen replicates on cell lines and,
when the cell system is available, it may be laborious for routine
tests, as is the case for human norovirus.5 Alternatively, PCR tech-
niques stand out for their sensitivity and specificity, they provide
results in a short time span and they allow for the detection
of unculturable viruses.1,6 Nevertheless, this methodology is
primer-dependent, limiting the detection of viruses whose
sequences are not already known. High-throughput sequencing
overcomes these restrictions, permitting the study of the entire
genetic material present in environmental samples, known as
virome when total viral populations are studied.
In the last decade, metagenomics for viral discovery and patho-

gen detection in clinical and environmental samples have been
widely applied.7 To analyze water samples using viral metage-
nomics, a virus enrichment step usually precedes the nucleic acid
(viral RNA, viral DNA or both) extraction, which are randomly
sequenced. The resulting reads are analyzed or further assembled
into contigs.8-16 Despite the relevance of viral populations in envi-
ronmental waters, viral metagenomic protocols are not yet stan-
dardized and the increasing number of sequencing techniques
and bioinformatic tools hampers interpretation and comparison
of the results. The selective elimination of non-viral targets
(e.g. human, bacterial and protozoan cells) from the sample con-
stitutes the first hurdle.17 For this purpose, several approaches
have been evaluated for clinical samples to obtain purified viral
nucleic acids in high concentrations by modifying sample prepa-
ration and extraction protocols18,19 or testing viral probes for
library enrichment.1,20 Other studies have focused on the optimi-
zation of concentration methods of irrigation water; however,
these studies evaluated the efficacy only by real-time PCR.21,22

To the best of our knowledge, the present study reports, for the
first time, a comprehensive benchmark comparison of different
protocols for sample preprocessing and library preparation, with
the final goal of providing a workflow for random amplification
sequencing to be used for characterizing the virome composition
of irrigation waters.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus strains and irrigation water samples
Fecal samples positive for HAstV, norovirus genogroup I (GI) or GII
(courtesy of Dr J. Buesa, University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain)
and HEV (courtesy of Dr M. J. Alcaraz, Hospital Clínico Universi-
tario, Valencia, Spain) were resuspended (10%, w/v) in phos-
phate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 2 M NaNO3 (Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), 1% beef extract (Conda, Madrid,
Spain), and 0.1% Triton X-100 (Fisher Scientific) (pH 7.2), vortexed
and centrifuged at 1000 × g for 5 min. The supernatants were
stored at −80 °C in aliquots.
The HAV cytopathogenic HM-175 strain (ATCC VR-140), the

human RV strain Wa (ATCC VR-2018) and the MC0 strain (CECT
100 000) of Mengovirus (MgV) were propagated in FRhK-4 MA-
104 and HeLa cell monolayers, respectively. Semipurified stocks
were thereafter produced in the same cells by low-speed centrifu-
gations of infected cell lysates (3000 × g for 20 min) as reported
previously.23

Eight water samples were collected at the irrigation head of a
commercial greenhouse located in Balsicas (Murcia, Spain). The
irrigation water was reclaimed water originating from the effluent

streamflow of awastewater treatment plant. Viruses were concen-
trated as described previously.24 Briefly, MgCl2 was added to
200 mL of irrigation water samples to a concentration of 0.05 M,
adjusting the pH to 3.5. Samples were filtered through 0.45-μm
cellulose nitrate filters (Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany) and then
filters were washed out with 5 mL of elution buffer (1% beef
extract, 3% Tween-80 and 0.5 M NaCl) and pH adjusted to 9.5.
Tubes were shaken for 1 min in a vortex, maintained for 4 min
in an ultrasonic bath and shaken again in a horizontal orbital
shaker at 250 rpm for 10 min, and then the pH was adjusted to
7. Samples were stored at −80 °C until analysis.

Sample processing and nucleic acid extraction
Aiming to understand how different pretreatments affect the
recovery of human enteric virus genomes, one mock sample
(referred as ‘mock-PBS’) was prepared by artificially inoculating
6.0 log international units (IU) mL−1 norovirus GI, 5.7 log IU mL−1

norovirus GII, 5.3 log IU mL−1 HAV, 6.5 log PCRU mL−1 RV, 6.7
log PCRU mL−1 MgV, 5.8 log PCRU mL−1 HAstrV and 5.2 log
IU mL−1 HEV in PBS. Additionally, an irrigation water sample was
analyzed in parallel for the total virome characterization.
Both samples were processed using five different protocols for

the enrichment of viral reads (Fig. 1). First, the NetoVIR protocol
(P0) was evaluated with some modifications.18 Briefly, 500 μL of
the sample was homogenized withMP Fast Prep24 5G equipment
(MP Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA, USA) for 40 s at speed 6.0
(as according to the ‘Waste Water’ program available in the
device) and centrifuged at 16000 × g for 3 min. Then, 200 μL of
supernatant was filtered with 0.8 μm polyethersulfone filters
(Sartorius). After filtration, samples were treated with 54 U benzo-
nase (Millipore, Burlington, MA, USA) and 2000 U of micrococcal
nuclease (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA). Total
DNA/RNA was extracted using the NucleoSpin®RNA virus kit
(Macherey-Nagel GmbH & Co., Düren, Germany) without carrier
RNA. In parallel (Fig. 1), four different enzymatic treatments were
evaluated. Protocol 1 (P1) consisted in treating the samples with
52.54 U of benzonase (Millipore) and 2000 U microccocal nucle-
ase (New England Biolabs) for 2 h at 37°C, then 14 μL of Turbo
DNase buffer (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA), 1 U of Turbo DNase
(Invitrogen) and 7 U of RNase A (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) were
added and incubated for 1 h at 37°C. To stop enzymatic activities,
28 μL of DNase Inactivation Reagent (Invitrogen) was added to
each sample maintained at room temperature and extracted after-
wards. Protocol 3 (P3) consisted in applying all the enzymes at once
for 2 h at 37°C, and, finally inactivatedwith 0.5 nM ethylenediamine-
tetraacetic acid. The protocols 2 (P2) and 4 (P4) included the enzy-
matic treatments as described for P1 and P3, respectively, followed
by a further concentration step with Amicon® Ultra-0.5 filters
(Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). Finally, total RNA and DNA
were extracted using the NucleoSpin®RNA virus kit (Macherey-
Nagel GmbH & Co.) without adding carrier RNA.

Library preparation and sequencing
Two different library preparation protocols for random sequenc-
ing were compared (Fig. 1). One library was generated from 1 to
50 ng of DNA–RNA sample using the Preparation Kit technol-
ogy (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) with slight modifications.
In detail, the reverse transcriptase enzyme from the original
kit was substituted by Reverse Transcriptase AMV (Thermo Sci-
entific, Waltham, MA, USA), an initial 5-min denaturation step
at 95 °C was included, and the number of PCR cycles
was increased from 10–15 cycles (as suggested by the
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manufacturer) up to 20 (L20) to boost the library concentra-
tion. A second library (WTA) was prepared using a Complete
Whole Transcriptome Amplification kit (Sigma-Aldrich, St
Louis, MO, USA) combined with a Nextera XT library prepara-
tion kit (Illumina), as described in the NetoVIR protocol.18

Libraries were normalized, pooled and sequenced using the
NextSeq™ 500 system (Illumina), in accordance with the manu-
facturer's instructions, with a configuration of 150-bp paired-
end reads. Library preparation and genome sequencing were
performed by Lifesequencing S.L. (Valencia, Spain).

Data analysis
Raw sequences were cleaned for adaptors with cutadapt25 with a
minimum overlap length between read and adapter of five nucle-
otides and a maximum error rate of 0.1. Quality filtering of
sequences was carried out with the reformat.sh script from BBMap
software (https://sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap) using a Phred
score of 20 as minimal quality for nucleotides of both ends and
50 bp as minimum length.
Clean reads frommock-PBS samples were aligned to genomes

of RV strain Wa (FJ423124-FJ423134), norovirus GI isolate CYY1
(MG049693), MgV isolate M (L22089), HAV strain HM-175
(M14707), HEV genotype 1 (NC_001434.1) and HAstV genotype
1 (NC_001943.1). Alignments were performed using the Burrows-
WheelerAlignerv0.7.17-r118826andthe resultingfileswere indexed
by samtools.27Genomecoveragewas calculatedwith samtoolsonly
taking into account nucleotides with at least 20× depth.
Cleaned paired-end reads from water samples were merged in

single reads using FLASH, version 1.2.1128 allowing outies. Merged
reads were annotated using BLASTn algorithm29 with a manually
curated in-house database. This database was composed by all
the viral sequences (NCBI:txid10239; release September 2020) avail-
able at GenBank (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/?term=
viruses%5Borganism%5D). Cut-off values established for the

BLASTn analysis were 90% of query sequence coverage and 90%
of sequence identity. Rarefaction curves and diversity indices
(Shannon and Simpson) were calculated at species level with the
R package vegan v2.5–6 (https://cran.r-project.org/package=
vegan).

Statistical analysis
Normal distribution of data on genome recovery and ecological
parameters (i.e. Shannon and Simpson indices) was evaluated
with Shapiro–Wilk tests. Significance of the differences in genome
coverage for spiked viruses and in ecological values was evalu-
ated using Student's t-test for normally distributed data (i.e. for
genome coverage methods P0L20, P0WTA, P1L20, P2L20, P4L20,
P2WTA and P3WTA, as well as for Shannon and Simpson indices)
and Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test for not normally distributed
data (i.e. methods P3L20, P1WTA and P4WTA in genome cover-
age results). P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All
the statistical analyses were conducted via R, version 3.6.3
(R Foundation, Vienna, Austria).

RESULTS
Genome recovery and virome composition
Clean reads obtained from a mock-PBS sample were aligned to
reference genomes [i.e. RV (FJ423124-FJ423134), norovirus GI
(MG049693), MgV (L22089), HAV (M14707), HEV (NC_001434.1)
and HAstV (NC_001943.1)], with differences observed according
to viral target and sample processing. Specifically, HAV sequences
were only found in samples processed with P0, P1-L20, P2-L20
and P2-WTA protocols, whereas norovirus sequences were found
in samples prepared according to protocols P1-WTA, P3 and
P4-WTA (Fig. 2). HAstrV sequences were not retrieved from any
of the assayed protocols. For the other viruses and treatments,
the percentage of genome coverage ranged from 0.8% (for MgV

Figure 1. Workflow of the protocols for sample preprocessing and library construction compared in the present study.
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in protocols P3-WTA and P4-WTA) to 99.9% (for RV in protocol
P0-L20). Statistical analyses showed significative differences for
genome recovery (P < 0.05) for P3-L20, P3-WTA and P4-WTA
methods compared to P0-L20, P0-WTA and P2-L20, resulting the
latter with higher mean genome coverages (87.5%, 87.8% and
84.4%, respectively) (Fig. 2).
To better understand how pretreatment and library preparation

affect the entire virome, an irrigation water sample was processed
in parallel following the protocols tested for mock-PBS sample.
Clean reads were annotated with BLASTn using an in-house data-
base, as described in the Materials and methods. Rarefaction ana-
lyses showed that five (i.e. P0-WTA, P1-L20, P3-L20, P4-L20 and
P4-WTA) out of 10 sequenced samples reached the plateau,
whereas remaining samples were close to stabilization (see
Supporting information, Fig. S1). Libraries prepared with WTA kit
showed the worst results in rarefaction analyses and the lowest
number of identified taxa. The results obtained for each treatment
are represented in Fig. 3. Samples P3-L20 and P4-L20 simulta-
neously showed the highest percentages of viral sequences and
the lowest values for both diversity indices. Indeed, five families
only were identified among the ones accounting for more than
1% of the viral reads (Fig. 4), with most of them being from the
Reoviridae family (86.6% and 86.9%, respectively) and correspond-
ing to human rotavirus A sequences. On the other hand, the
lowest number of families was obtained in samples where the
libraries were built using the WTA kit, as well as the lower percent-
ages of viral reads and low diversity indices, with the exception of
sample P4-WTA. Rarefaction analyses supported these results. For
those protocols, high percentages of environmental/unclassified
viruses were detected, but not RNA viruses.
Characterizing the virome composition at family level, we

observed that the number of families representing more than

10% of the total viral reads ranged from 5 (protocols P3-L20 and
P4-L20) to 13 (protocols P0-L20) (Fig. 4). Themost represented fam-
ilies were Podoviridae (25.1 ± 10.2%), Siphoviridae (13.1 ± 3.2%)
and the ‘uncultured virus’ taxon (NCBI:txid340016) (27.8 ± 11.3%)
for all of the protocols, except for protocols P3-L20 and P4-L20,
which mostly identified as Reoviridae sequences.

Figure 2. Viral genome coverage of mock-PBS sample analyzed using different protocols. P0, NetoVir; P1, separately enzymatic treatment without filtra-
tion; P2, separately enzymatic treatment with filtration; P3, enzymatic treatment at once without filtration; P4, enzymatic treatment at once with filtration;
L20, ScriptSeq v2 RNA-Seq Library Preparation Kit; WTA, Complete Whole Transcriptome Amplification kit.

Figure 3. Percentage of viral reads obtained for RNA, DNA and environ-
mental or unclassified viruses in the irrigation water sample processed
according to the 10 protocols compared in the present study. The number
of families, the percentage of viral reads identified, and the Shannon and
Simpson indices for each protocol are shown in the lower table. *Number
of families that showedmore than 10 sequences identified. P0, NetoVir; P1,
separately enzymatic treatment without filtration; P2, separately enzy-
matic treatment with filtration; P3, enzymatic treatment at once without
filtration; P4, enzymatic treatment at once with filtration; L20, ScriptSeq
v2 RNA-Seq Library Preparation Kit; WTA, Complete Whole Transcriptome
Amplification kit.
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Protocol comparison in irrigation water samples
Based on the preliminary results evaluating ten different proto-
cols, three of them (P0-L20, P1-L20 and P2-L20) were selected

for further analysis on seven additional irrigation water samples.
These protocols were selected on the basis of the results for the
following criteria: (i) distribution of the genomic groups (DNA

Figure 4. Heat-map showing the percentage of viral families (higher than 1% of the total viral reads) characterizing the irrigationwater sample according
to the ten protocols tested in the present study. P0, NetoVir; P1, separately enzymatic treatment without filtration; P2, separately enzymatic treatment
with filtration; P3, enzymatic treatment at once without filtration; P4, enzymatic treatment at once with filtration; L20, ScriptSeq v2 RNA-Seq Library Prep-
aration Kit; WTA, Complete Whole Transcriptome Amplification kit.
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Figure 5. Percentage of viral reads obtained for RNA, DNA, environmental or unclassified viruses in seven irrigation water samples processed with three
different protocols. The lower table shows the number of families, the percentage of viral reads identified, and the Shannon and Simpson indices for each
sample. *Number of families that showed more than 10 sequences identified. P0, NetoVir; P1, separately enzymatic treatment without filtration; P2, sep-
arately enzymatic treatment with filtration; L20, ScriptSeq v2 RNA-Seq Library Preparation Kit.
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and RNA); (ii) diversity indices; (iii) number of families identified;
and (iv) recovery of spiked virus sequences in the mock-PBS sam-
ple (Figs 2 and 3). Despite the P1-L20 protocol reaching the pla-
teau after rarefaction analysis, P0-L20 and P2-L20 protocols
showed rarefaction curves near stabilization and robust results
according to selected parameters. The analyses for virome charac-
terization of irrigation water samples have already been pre-
sented above and the results are shown in Figs 5 and 6. Analysis
of rarefaction curves showed that the majority of the samples
were near stabilization (see Supporting information, Fig. S2).
Rarefaction analyses were comparable among samples, showing
a similar number of identified taxa. Two different sequencing
patterns characterized the irrigation water samples: samples with
high percentage of DNA viruses (Samples 1–4) and samples
mostly characterized by uncultured or unclassified viruses
(Samples 5–7), except for Sample 7 treated with protocol P0-L20
in which DNA viruses (belonging to Herpesviridae sequences) pre-
dominated. Only Sample 6, processed following protocol P0-L20,
showed similar percentages for each genomic group (Fig. 5)
and, among the RNA viruses, the Marnaviridae family was the
most represented (Fig. 6). A high abundance of viral signatures
belonging to the family Virgaviridae, representing plant viruses,
was present in four out of seven samples (Samples 2, 4, 6 and 7)
processed with the P0-L20 protocol. In general, the P0-L20 proto-
col showed higher percentages of RNA viruses than other tested
protocols. Furthermore, the same protocol allowed a reduction
of the percentage of viral reads obtained for environmental or
unclassified viruses in irrigation waters.
Methods P0 and P1 differed significantly (P < 0.05) based on

Shannon and Simpson indices, with method P0 the one showing
highermean values of these indices and therefore greater diversity.
The mean number of identified families represented by more than
10 sequences ranged from 12 ± 2 in Sample 4 to 23 ± 2 in Sample

3. The virome profiles were also different within the two groups of
samples (Samples 1 to 4 and 5 to 7). Samples 1 to 4 showed 42.9 ±
7.9% of sequences belonging to the Podoviridae family, whereas,
in Samples 5 to 7, this family represented 9.7 ± 5.5% of sequences.
The virome profile of Sample 7 along with protocol P0-L20 differed
from the other samples, with the Herpesviridae (43.1%) and
Ackermannviridae (27.0%) families predominating.

DISCUSSION
The scarcity of water resources is forcing producers to use
reclaimed wastewater for irrigation, posing some concerns for
its microbiological safety. In recent years, metagenomic
approaches have been described and applied to monitor the
presence of pathogens in water, particularly in wastewater. How-
ever, studies comparing viral enrichment protocols on virome
characterization of irrigation waters are lacking. In the present
study, five different enrichment protocols including filtration
and enzyme treatments were tested to evaluate their effect on
genome recovery of RNA viruses and on viral composition.
Genome recovery analyses showed that the use of protocols P1
to P4 [i.e. enzyme treatments separately (P1 and P2) or jointly
(P3 and P4) with (P2 and P4) and without filtering (P1 and P3)]
resulted in less recovery of the genomes of the inoculated RNA
viruses than with the protocol P0. Although RNase enzyme was
added during preprocessing steps to eliminate free and mRNA
in the samples, it could have affected the genetic material of
capsid-compromised viruses, finally reducing their availability
for sequencing.11 This effect was higher in protocols P3 and P4,
in which the four enzymes were added at the same time and incu-
bated for 2 h, increasing the time of action of the RNase enzyme.
Furthermore, DNA virus families were present in most of the vir-
omes despite the DNase treatment applied during sample

Figure 6. Heat-map showing the percentage of viral families (higher than 1% of the total viral reads) on irrigation water samples treated with the three
selected protocols. P0, NetoVir; P1, separately enzymatic treatment without filtration; P2, separately enzymatic treatment with filtration; L20, ScriptSeq v2
RNA-Seq Library Preparation Kit.
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processing, as observed previously.11 A distinctive pattern could
not be retrieved to link the presence of DNA viral signatures to
the tested protocols, with considerable variability among the irri-
gation water samples. The presence of viral DNA reads in all data
sets is most likely a result of incomplete digestion of DNAwith the
Turbo DNase enzyme.
Nevertheless, for the P1 and P2 protocols, differences in

genome recovery were observed when the WTA library was used,
with this being more noticeable in the case of HAV and norovirus.
Differences in protocols P1 and P2 between libraries L20 andWTA
could be a result of the use of different retrotranscription enzymes
with respect to the process of producing the cDNA combined
with the pretreatment with RNase. Regarding virome composition
in irrigation water samples, the highest diversity indices were
found using the P0 protocol. It is worth noting that viral detection
was achieved using the BLASTn database, which is not sensitive
for detection of novel viruses, Thus, viral diversity could somehow
be restricted to the annotated genome only. This finally implies
that the use of the P0-L20 protocol showing the highest viral
RNA percentages and the lowest environmental/unclassified viral
reads could relevantly inform on the presence of viral pathogens
(likely already annotated) in irrigation waters. Furthermore, a
reduction in viral diversity when the P1 to P4 protocols are used
can be explained by the activity of four enzymes (benzonase,
nuclease, DNase and RNase) rather than two enzymes (benzonase
and nuclease) used in P0. As occurred for other matrices, the use
of enzymes, as well as filtration steps, reduces the number of
reads and species detected.30

With regard to potential human-pathogenic viruses, the families
detected in previous metagenomics studies of sewage include
Astroviridae, Caliciviridae, Picobirnaviridae, Picornaviridae and
Reoviridae.8,12,31,32 In the present study, we recovered Picobirnaviridae
and Reoviridae viromes in irrigation water. Specifically, the high rela-
tive abundance of picobirnaviruses warrants further investigation
into their use as water quality markers via virome characteriza-
tion methods, as previously proposed by Adriaenssens et al.11

We cannot rule out the possibility that other pathogenic RNA
viruses were present but went undetected by our protocol. The
expected low concentration in irrigation water constitutes a bot-
tleneck that needs to be overcome by further optimization of
wet-lab procedures and bioinformatics analyses. Specifically, it
would be of interest to describe human pathogenic viral signa-
tures at the species level to better understand the dissemination
in the environment and water cycle, with relevant implications
for public health.

CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained in the present study show that the use of
protocols involving two enzymes for virus enrichment (P0-L20)
and those that use a treatment with four enzymes in two differ-
entiated steps, with (P2-L20) or without (P1-L20) filtration, are
useful for the study of the virome present in irrigation waters.
Although there were differences between the samples, these
could be a result of the nature of the samples themselves. These
data, together with the variability of the virome observed
depending on the sequencing method used, make it clear that
there is not yet a completely optimized method for virome stud-
ies in irrigation waters and that additional studies are necessary
to better characterize the total virome circulating in irrigation
water.
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